
Financial Modelling in Excel 2013 

PART-1 

1. Advanced Excel functions and procedures
 Accessing functions in Excel

 Mathematical functions

 Statistical functions

 Lookup functions

 Other functions

 Data Tables

 Setting up Data Tables with one input

 Setting up Data Tables with two inputs

 XY charts

 Access to Data Analysis and Solver

 Using range names

PART-2 

1. Cash flow models
 Describe how to use a generalized cash-flow model to describe

financial transactions

2. The time value of money
 Describe how to take into account the time value of money using

the concepts of compound interest and discounting.

3. Interest rates
 Show how interest rates or discount rates may be expressed in terms

of different time periods.

4. Real and money interest rates
 Demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of real and money

interest rates.



5. Discounting and accumulating
 Calculate the present value and the accumulated value of a stream

of equal or unequal payments using specified rates of interest and

the net present value at a real rate of interest, assuming a constant

rate of inflation.

6. Level annuities
 Define and use the more important compound interest functions,

including annuities certain.

7. Deferred and increasing annuities

8. Equations of value

 Describe how an equation of value can be adjusted to allow for

uncertain receipts or payments.

9. Loan schedules
 Describe how a loan may be repaid by regular instalments of

interest and capital.

10. Project appraisal
 Show how discounted cash flow techniques can be used in

investment project appraisal.

11. Investments

 Describe the investment and risk characteristics of the following

types of asset available for investment purposes.

12. Elementary compound interest problems
 Calculate the present value of payments from a fixed interest

security where the coupon rate is constant and the security is

redeemed in one instalment.

13. Arbitrage and forward contracts
 Calculate the delivery price and the value of a forward contract

using arbitrage free pricing methods.

14. Term structure of interest rates

 Describe the main factors influencing the term structure of interest

rates.

15. Asset pricing

16. Introduction to VBA


